The holes were geophysically logged by U.S. Geological Survey personnel. Logs include natural gamma, gamma-gamma density, neutron, and sometimes caliper. Many holes tended to close soon after being drilled, making it necessary to run the nuclear logs through the drill pipe. These logs are attentuated and spikes occur at pipe joints on the density logs.
All coal beds are in the Upper Cretaceous Adaville Formation and are shown on a strip log adjacent to the geophysical logs. This strip log, at a reduced scale of 1 inch to 50 feet, represents the best information available on the thickness and depth of the coal beds, based on drillhole cuttings and geophysical logs. However, because of the poor quality of some of the logs, incomplete sample data from some drill holes, and the variable nature of many of the coal beds, some thickness and depth information contained in this report may not be accurate.
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